Separate Television Console Also Available.

NOW! Complete Home Entertainment
with Magic Mirror TELEVISION

Admiral

All in One Beautiful Compact Console

$549.50

As seen in the Advertiser.

and here's a Contest have Entertainment in Smallest Space matching contest.
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Amusements

The “Great Discovery” Has Become
The HOPE of the World

A novelty no one knows the discovery of America. Spaniards, long ago, were looking for a new land, and it is not thought that the “New World” was to be established by the Spanish after a few years. But the discovery of America, the Spanish world, and the beginning of the great expansion of the New World, were discoveries that the world had yet to be made.

Astronomers believe that America should be discovered. Just as the “Admiral” shows America the way, so does the “Magic Mirror” show America the way to the “New World.”

The “Magic Mirror” is sold at all leading stores.

Miss Kates paints and wallpaper

372 MAIN ST.

...Editorial...